
YOUR PRINTER CHURNS OUT CONTENT, 
BUT DOES IT CHOKE ON 
EVERYTHING ELSE?

Demanding deadlines. Constant pressure. Ever-changing security needs. Chances are your thermal printers play a crucial role 
in your process, but may not be a top priority. You probably chose them based only upon technical specifications, too. If that’s 
the case, they will quickly drain valuable resources and hurt productivity.

KNOW THE WARNING SIGNS TO SEE IF YOU’RE AT RISK OF YOUR PRINTERS CHOKING WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST.

the      most 
critical printer 
choking hazards



YOUR PRINTERS LIMITED MANAGEMENT 
SKILLS CAUSE MAYHEM

That’s how you know it’s time to trade in your “just printers” for smarter ones that use 
an automated remote management solution.

LET’S SAY YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT A NEW SECURITY MANDATE 
ACROSS 5,000 PRINTERS. 
It’s vital to maintaining secure Wi-Fi™ connectivity and avoiding workflow disruptions. The 
longer it takes, the longer the old security standard must be maintained. Just thinking about 
manually connecting a cable to each and every printer is enough to give you a migraine. 
With printers scattered across different sites, limited IT staff and the need to plan updates 
without impacting productivity, you’ll need a centralized and flexible solution.

Even when things are running smoothly, you don’t want to worry about that well-intending 
person who uses the printers front panel to “make things better.” Their unplanned setting 
changes can turn that printer from a well-calibrated production tool into a productivity 
stopping roadblock. Now, multiply that across many printers scattered across multiple sites 
and involved in multiple key production processes.



YOUR PRINTERS DON’T PLAY WELL 
WITH OTHERS

If your printers don’t adapt and integrate, it’s time to eliminate.

ARE YOUR PRINTERS SOMEWHAT STANDOFFISH — THE KIND THAT 
PREFER TO KEEP THEIR DISTANCE, MAKING INTEGRATING WITH 
YOUR INFRASTRUCTURE HARDER THAN IT SHOULD BE? 
Every device in your business should be able to talk to your network-based systems and 
vice versa. Printers shouldn’t eat up valuable IT time, making you adapt to their needs rather 
than the other way around. When linking them directly to ERP software means a heavy 
investment into workaround solutions, you have to ask, 
“Hey, who’s in charge here?” 

In some cases, new installations mean maintaining backwards compatibility with legacy 
applications, which can lead to unexpected costs as you attempt to create bridge solutions. 
Wouldn’t it be much simpler if endpoint devices like printers adapted to your needs? 



YOUR PRINTERS CAN’T REACH 
FOR THE CLOUD

WHILE OTHER BUSINESSES REALIZE CAPEX TO OPEX BENEFITS, 
HIGH SCALABILITY AND IT COST SAVINGS THAT COME WITH CLOUD 
MIGRATION, PRINTERS THAT AREN’T CLOUD-READY COULD PUT 
PROGRESS ON HOLD. 
With the Cloud comes new and powerful capabilities. This extends all the way through your IT 
systems to your printers. Maintaining devices that can’t securely and directly interact with the 
Cloud, while your other systems can, could actually blunt some of the benefits of a new Cloud 
implementation. When you consider that your printers can be in service for a number of 
years, it makes sense to start with a printer that’s ready to connect to the Cloud from day one. 

Even if you’re not Cloud bound today, having a printer that’s ready to make the switch can 
save you the trouble of having to purchase additional converter hardware. Plan for your 
Cloud conversion as early as possible.

Without a conversion plan and devices that can easily make the move, your business 
forecast for IoT- based productivity gains will look much cloudier.



YOUR PRINTERS ARE EASY TARGETS 
FOR NET BULLIES

If you aren’t in the habit of securing your printers like you do other devices, you’re leaving 
yourself and your business vulnerable. Simple changes can make a big difference — like 
resetting default passwords or turning off services you don’t need. Printers that offer a wide 
variety of administrative settings offer the best opportunity to secure devices, while 
maintaining the access needed to operate your business. Better yet, there are devices that 
allow you to update them with new security updates. 

When you have hundreds or thousands of printers, the solution is managing them centrally 
and remotely. If you don’t, then raising their security profile is going to raise your risks, along 
with your expenses, travel time and timelines.

ARE YOUR PRINTERS READY FOR THE ROUGH-AND-TUMBLE WORLD 
OF CONNECTIVITY? 

Don’t let the net bullies run their game, show them that you’re really in command.



YOUR PRINTERS KEEP THE SECRET OF 
HOW THEY WORK ALL TO THEMSELVES

YOUR PRINTERS SHOULD BE WORKING WITH YOU, NOT AGAINST YOU. 

You’ll know they are when your team can’t bear to look at their interfaces anymore as they 
attempt to learn them. Training shouldn’t be a repetitive hassle that slows down adoption 
and productivity. The same goes for maintaining a fleet of printers with limited technical 
support. And that’s just the start. You don’t want to become help-desk dependent. The 
capabilities of your printers should accelerate workflows, not stifle them. Device pairing 
should happen instantly, not eventually. Printer connectivity should happen easily, not with a 
heroic struggle. Configuration should be based on whole printer profiles rather than 
individual settings.

Imagine what else your IT team could do if they didn’t have to handle manual device 
setup madness.

Choose printers that make it simple to set them up, rather than challenge you to learn 
their secrets.



YOUR INEXPENSIVE PRINTERS DRIVE UP 
PRODUCTION COSTS

IT HAPPENS — A WORKER DROPS THEIR MOBILE PRINTER IN THE 
PARKING LOT. OR, THE HARSH CONDITIONS OF A WORKING 
ENVIRONMENT ARE TOO MUCH FOR LOWER COST PRINTERS 
TO HANDLE. 
The cut-rate warranty for cheaper printers doesn’t cover repairing everything you hoped it 
would. Instead, you’ll have to pay for repairs, downtime and a higher than expected total 
cost of ownership. And you thought that printer was a bargain when you purchased it?

The bottom line is that poor design quality in printing devices can shortchange your 
operations in the long run. If the 65,000th printout is not as clear, accurate and tightly 
aligned as the first one, it’s probable that you’ll soon be seeing drops in profitability. When 
the legibility of your barcode printer output becomes questionable, so does your ability 
to perform.

Mission-critical printers — even mobile units — should be smart, tough and capable 
enough to handle whatever your production environment dishes out. 



Start breathing easier with the industrial strength 
and intelligence of Zebra Link-OS™ Printers.

SO, DO YOUR PRINTERS NEED TO BE RESUSCITATED?
If your printer fleet is suffering from any or all of these choking hazards, not even the Heimlich maneuver can save them.

Instead, choose printers that unite reliable hardware with intelligent software to 
deliver more than just speeds and feeds.
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